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Marryam Moma, Tanzanian-Nigerian creative is an Atlanta-based 
interdisciplinary artist with an emphasis on collage art. Moma holds a 
Bachelor degree in Architecture from the Tyler School of Art at Temple 
University in Philadelphia. Moma is intrigued with using collage as a 
medium to examine themes of faith and higher consciousness, 
societal issues, while celebrating the human form and reinforcing 
ideas about individuality and self-love. The clarity, discipline and 
execution of her work in collage reflects applied strengths from a 
formal education in architecture. 
  

Collaging melds the palette of repurposed pieces together into fresh, 

layered imagery with new associations and meanings that 

subliminally engage the subconscious. The process of deconstructing 

images and then re-integrating many pieces to create something 

completely new, is an intuitive and ongoing visual experiment where 

color, texture, shape and space come into play. 

 

Recently, Moma has exhibited in Atlanta, GA at Zucot Gallery, Mason 

Fine Art, Facet Gallery, MINT Gallery and Notch 8 Gallery. She has 

exhibited internationally in Abuja, Nigeria and Daresalaam, Tanzania. 

It is Marryam’s long term intention is to create an art platform 

focused on reaching children in under-served communities to 

stimulate and encourage artistic expression. 

 
 



 
PRIZM STATEMENT 
 
The consistent message at the core of my art practice is to empower and uplift the Black female body. Unveiling the magic 

within this race of people breaks collective contemporary stereotypes, thus changing attitudes and perceptions of black women, 

allowing society to discover her beauty, ability to add value, appreciate and celebrate her. My collage art is focused on elevating 

the importance of the black experience and this body, in a commitment to exploring the space where spirituality and higher 

consciousness, gender, race, and sexuality intersect. 

  

Each collage begins with a premise, sometimes inspired by (savored) experience, history, societal views  or simply an evocative 

piece of paper. Inspired by the study of architecture, nature, fashion, music, and culture, I create collages within a rigorous 

subtractive process that is layered, textured raw and earthy, detailed, yet interestingly fresh, clean and simple. 

 

Like a mystery, the composition evolves one piece at a time. I continue to edit and employ possible elements and media to 

complete the composition. Designing within a rigorous subtractive process ultimately melds the palette of recycled pieces 

together into fresh, layered imagery with new associations and meanings that invite the viewer to take inventory of their 

thoughts regarding the black body and give way to alternative thought. 

 

It is my intention to change the dynamics of how the black body is viewed in a society that is divisive versus inclusive. My work 

raises awareness that sparks discussions around traveling back into the higher self through racial reconciliation and gender 

equality. I hope to create a space in which the black body is celebrated. 

 
  



MIXED MEDIA COLLAGE 
 

The Embrace - 
SOLD 

Hand cut collage, 
preserved flower 

20 x 20 in  2018 $850 USD 

Party At The Wall- 
SOLD 

Hand cut collage, 
preserved flowers, 
archival paper 

16 x 20 in  2019 $800 USD 

Include Us In The 
Dream Too; It Was 
Built On Our 
Backs- SOLD 

Hand cut collage, 
acrylic paint, raw 
cotton, archival 
paper 

30 x 32 in 2019 $1,750 USD 



Sudan Street- 
SOLD 

Hand cut collage, 
preserved flowers, 
acrylic paint, archival 
paper 

30 x 30 in 2019 $2,100 USD 

CATALOG ONLY 
Transparency - 
SOLD 

Hand cut collage, 
preserved flower 

17 x 22 in 2018 $900 USD 

Strong Black 
Woman 

Hand cut collage 20 x 20 in 2019 $600 USD 



Her Inner Guide -- 
SOLD 

Hand cut collage, 
preserved flower 

20 x 20 in 2019 $700 USD 

Reflections Hand cut collage, 
preserved flower 

12 x 12 in 2018 $300 USD 

Midas Touch Hand cut collage, 
preserved flower 

12 x 12 in 2019 $600 USD 



I Am FREE Hand cut collage, 
preserved flower 

20 x 20 in 2019 $700 USD 

Quiet Strength Hand cut collage, 
preserved flower 

17 x 22 in 2019 $900 USD 

  


